POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

TITLE: DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR APPLICATION SOFTWARE ENGINEER
DEPT: EMRTC

REG ☑ TEMP ☐ FULL TIME ☑ PART TIME ☐
STARTING RATE or SALARY RANGE: $52,000 - $61,000
Employees being promoted to a higher classified position receive the minimum for the position or a pay rate adjustment of 8% whichever is greater.

JOB DUTIES:
The qualified candidate will be responsible to: architect, administer, test, implement and perform backups on computer databases; design and implement application software; design, update, implement and maintain the EMRTC web site and intranet; create, update, and maintain the EMRTC's social media. Insofar as the EMRTC's data bases, they will primarily be run using Microsoft SQL Server 2008. The successful candidate will serve as principle programmer for EMRTC and also provide Banner and Hyperion report validation.

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor's degree required in computer science or equivalent experience/certifications required. Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Administration and Implementation required. Applications software programming (PHP, HTML, Javascript, AJAX, SQL, MYSQL, C++, C#, .NET) required. Windows and Linux problem solving required. Microsoft Access implementation and design required. MySQL and Oracle database systems experience desired. Banner and Hyperion Report experience desired.

Apply to: New Mexico Tech, Human Resources 801 Leroy Pl. Brown Hall Box 034, Socorro, NM 87801-4796